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REMARKS

 The pressure p to be applied on the brush* is given by the formula:

Therefore the formula for mechanical losses becomes:

 For a brush with a contact bevel angle  (see TDS-04), p is given by the formula:

Therefore the formula for mechanical losses is:

.

TDS-05

TECHNICAL DATA SHEET LOSSES IN BRUSHES

Brush losses on slip rings or commutators are not always correctly calculated. They represent less than

10% of the total losses of a modern DC machine used within the normal limits of load.

These losses come from 2 different sources:

Pf=10×μ×Fr×ν

Figure 1 - Forces acting on the brush (radial position)

01 - LOSSES OF MECHANICAL ORIGIN Pf

Mechanical losses are due to the friction between the brushes and commutator or slip ring.

They are calculated in watts by the following formula:

where:

S is the cross section of the brush, equal to

t x a (for a radial brush as per figure 1), in

cm²

p is expressed in daN/cm² when Fr is in daN

(see also TDS-11)
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Contact: info.ptt@mersen.com

The specifications or data contained in present catalogue are only given for information and do not create any undertakings whatsoever. Any copy, reproduction or

translation, either partially or fully, of these information is subject to the Mersen’s prior written consent. In addition, due to the continuing improvement of techniques

and change of applicable standards, Mersen is entitled to modify at any time the characteristics and specifications of its products as described in present catalogue.

* Notes:

 Recommended pressure and resistivity for each grade, as well as a classification of friction

coefficient and voltage drop are indicated in Mersen’s Carbon Brush Technical Guide.

 Indicative values of friction coefficient (as a function of peripheral speed) and brush voltage drop

(as a function of current density) are specified in Mersen grades Data Sheets, available upon

request. Measurements are performed in our Laboratory according to the standard IEC 60773.

02 - LOSSES OF ELECTRICAL ORIGIN Pe

Electrical losses are mainly due to the Joule effect, due to the flow of current through the brush.

They are calculated in watts by the following formula:

where:

I is the current intensity, in ampere

U is the brush voltage drop*, in volt, for the considered

current I.

List of references:

Mersen’s “Carbon Brush Technical Guide”

TDS-04: Dimensions of carbon brushes

TDS-11: Pressure on carbon brushes

IEC 60773: Test methods and apparatus for the measurement of the operational characteristics of brushes

Mersen’s "Carbon brushes for motors and generators“ technical guide

MERSEN SERVICES

Mersen’s experts provide on-site motor inspections:

 Standard machine inspection (operating condition assessment)

 Comprehensive inspection

 Specific electrical machine inspection to address for example:

• Electrical marking on commutator bars, on slip ring assemblies or on the carbon brushes

• Sparking

• Vibration

• Current distribution problems

• Machine symmetry

 Machine environment inspection

With a variety of training solutions, our highly qualified specialists can customize a training

program that works for your specific situation.

Remarks: 

- For low resistivity grades U is considered to be equal to the contact voltage drop.

- The temperature of commutator or slip ring plays a significant role on the contact voltage drop: U

decreases when temperature increases. 


